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A violent fight with Becky’s boyfriend sends her into a

series of accidental events that contribute to the death of

a mass murderer.
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FADE IN:

EXT. WAREHOUSE. NIGHT. HEAVY RAIN. ESTABLISHING

We see an OLD ABANDONED WAREHOUSE not far off in the

distance surrounded by vast hills of tall grass and maple

trees swaying in the wind driven rain. A SHADOWED FIGURE is

seen in a large lit up window holding a BASEBALL BAT above

his head and smashing something unseen to us.

INT.CAR.NIGHT.HEAVY RAIN

We are driving in a 1990’S TOYOTA COROLLA CAR down a dark,

unlit, empty paved country road. The interior is RED and

outdated.

An ALTERNATIVE ROCK SONG explodes out of a distorted car

stereo. Similar to the song ’SAIL’ by AWOLNATION.

The headlights reveal acres of tall grass and trees on

either side. The SWISH of the wipers adds to the music while

cleaning the windshield of heavy rain. No traffic in site.

The speedometer steadily increases.

PAN TO reveal BECKY (28). A cute, Italian, brunette, rocker

chick with a SWOLLEN BLACK EYE driving. Tears streaming down

her face as she passionately sings to the song on the

stereo, tapping her fingers to the beat.

A CELLPHONE in a PHONE HOLDER attached to the dash lights up

and vibrates. The name NICOLE glows on the screen.Becky

wipes her tears with her sleeve and clears her throat. She

turns down the stereo and puts the phone to her ear keeping

her eyes on the road.

BECKY

Hey babe. I got in another fight

with Brian and I had to get out of

the house.

(BEAT)

Yah. He did, but he swears it was

an accident. I’ll be over in a bit,

I just need to clear my head, okay?

Love ya.

Hanging up the phone she tosses it on the passenger seat and

blasts the stereo.

In the distance an abandoned Warehouse COMES INTO VIEW.

(CONTINUED)
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Briefly taking her attention off the road, Becky grabs a

CLEAR PLASTIC CUP filled with ICED COFFEE and takes a sip.

Unexpectedly, the car hydroplanes out of control sending us

off the road crashing into a OLD WOOD FENCE. The liquid

splashes all over. A moment passes and the AIRBAG deploys

into Becky’s face, knocking her out. The force from the

impact sends the cup flying at us, covering us with coffee.

Smoke pours out the engine and engulfs the entire car.

Headlights and stereo permanently on. A cellphone on the

passenger seat lights up the car and reveals an incoming

text.

EXT. HOUSE. NIGHT. FLASHBACK

A MAN, shadowed, sits in an old beat up TRUCK watching a

young COUPLE arguing in their living room with their

curtains wide open. The BOYFRIEND raises his hand in the air

and accidentally hits the girl in the face. They both stand

in shock for a moment. The girl turns around and rushes out

of the house. It is Becky! The boyfriend rushes after her.

BOYFRIEND

Becky, Wait! It was an accident! I

am sorry!

He goes back inside the house after she drives off in tears.

A young female JOGGER is seen jogging down the sidewalk

towards the old truck.

As she gets closer, we see the passenger side door open and

a hand pulls her into the truck. A slight scream escapes her

mouth, followed by silence.

We watch the truck start up and drive away.

INT.CAR.NIGHT.HEAVY RAIN.

Becky slowly wakes up in shock and groggily grabs for her

phone and opens the message.

CLOSE UP ON MESSAGE FROM BRIAN READING: IT WAS AN ACCIDENT!

COME BACK!

BACK TO Becky with Tears pouring from her eyes. In a fit of

anger she smashes the phone several times on the steering

wheel, damaging it beyond repair. She takes a deep breath

and wipes her face with the sleeve of her sweater, smearing

her MAKE-UP. She winces in pain from her bruised eye. She

attempts several times to start the car with no luck. Giving
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up she sits in silence and stares blankly out the windshield

at the broken fence in front of her.

A distant light suddenly appears through the cracks of the

fence. She positions herself to get a better look through

the large hole in the fence.

We get a glimpse of an abandoned Warehouse with a light on.

INT. WAREHOUSE. NIGHT.

We are in a warehouse alone. A crackling fire is heard in

the distance, followed by mice in the background.We see

MANNEQUIN BODY PARTS hanging from steel strings with endless

tables and decaying boxes stretched out across 5000 square

feet of abandoned open space. It looks like a place where

mannequin’s were made and distributed a long time ago. A

SMALL SHOP LIGHT is on hanging in the middle of room.

Shadows of flames bounce off the walls in the far side of

the Warehouse from a UNSEEN FIRE.

The front door opens and we watch a shadowed,husky man

dragging a female body with a JOGGING OUTFIT on into the

warehouse.

INT.CAR.NIGHT.HEAVY RAIN. CONTINUOUS

Quickly, Becky reaches in the back seat and grabs a RAIN

JACKET and puts it on. She exits the car, leaving the keys

in the ignition. Instantly she is soaked from the heavy

rain. With minimal effort she climbs past her car through

the broken fence and heads towards the Warehouse.

We follow close behind through overgrown grass. Music

playing from the car is heard in the distance. Suddenly,

Becky trips and disappears from our view giving us a sense

that we lost her. Unexpectedly, she jumps back up and

continues with dedication through the thick, tall, wet

grass.

Approaching the window we see a shadow of a large male

figure moving around in the Warehouse. Becky cautiously

sneaks up and peers inside the window.

BECKY’S P.O.V: We look around at the scene and see no-one in

sight.
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INT. WAREHOUSE. NIGHT

We are alone inside the Warehouse. 20-foot ceilings are

littered with cobwebs and broken light fixtures. Hooks

stretch down from support beams displaying mannequin body

parts. Dead leaves litter the floor that escaped from behind

plastic bags loosely covering broken windows. Wind driven

rain runs down the walls creating pools of water around the

edges. Its damp, musty and cold.

We see light bouncing off the walls coming from a FIRE

behind large curtains of WHITE SEMI-TRANSPARENT PLASTIC

hanging from ceiling hooks. As we move closer we see SHADOWS

OF AMPUTATED BODIES flicker on the plastic canvas. A

silhouette of a man appears behind the plastic holding up a

HAND SAW. He grabs what looks like an arm attached to a body

suspended in the air and begins to saw it off.

EXT. WAREHOUSE. NIGHT. HEAVY RAIN

Becky is drenched from the rain searching for a way inside

the Warehouse. With little effort she finds an open entrance

door and disappears inside.

INT. WAREHOUSE.NIGHT

Becky walks in soaked and beaten. She forces the door closed

against the heavy wind and looks around at her surroundings.

She investigates a hanging MANNEQUIN body and touches it to

make sure it is not human. Dead LEAVES and DIRT crunch under

her RAIN BOOTS.

RUSTLING from the other side of the warehouse catches her

attention. She looks towards the flickering shadows on the

other side of the room.

BECKY

(Hesitant)

Hello?

Another RUSTLING sound is heard accompanied by FOOTSTEPS.

BECKY

Who’s here?

DAVID(60), A skinny, Caucasian, homeless man walks out from

behind the plastic curtain holding a MANNEQUIN ARM. He

stares at her in silence.

Relieved, Becky quickly walks towards him without a second

thought.

(CONTINUED)
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BECKY

Hi! I am sorry to bug you but I,

uh, crashed into a fence and broke

my car and phone. I was hoping you

might be able to call a tow truck?

David sneers and turns to walk back behind the plastic

curtain.

BECKY (CON’T)

Excuse me!? Is that a yes?

David stops suddenly and turns around. An intense look

painted on his face.

DAVID

Go away.

BECKY

Well, um, can I stay here until the

rain clears and I can find someone

who can?

David stands unmoving in his spot, analyzing her.

BECKY (CON’T)

I won’t be a bother, I promise. I

can keep you company for awhile -

Or not.

David walks up to Becky placing his face inches away from

hers. He’s a few inches taller than her. He smiles

devilishly, exposing yellowed rotting teeth. Becky scrunches

her nose at the smell of him. He’s clearly a dirty man.

DAVID

I tell ya what pumpkin.

David admires her facial features. He grabs her hand and

inspects her fingers. With uncertainty she retracts her hand

and stares at him speechless.

DAVID (CON’T)

Give me something I want.

BECKY

Um, I have no money or anything.

Just a broken cellphone and make

up.

She rummages through her pockets and takes out a tube of red

lipstick.

(CONTINUED)
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BECKY (CON’T)

I see you like to play with

mannequin’s. Maybe you like to put

make-up on them?

David lets out a creepy laugh and reaches for Becky’s

breasts. She angrily slaps his hand away.

BECKY

What the hell! So you’re fucking

pervert!?

David’s smile is replaced with a look of pure hatred. He

slaps her. Stunned for a moment she pushes him back on his

chest. He stumbles backwards into the plastic curtain. In an

attempt to regain his balance he accidentally rips the

curtain from its hooks. The plastic falls on him and reveals

a fire burning in a large METAL BARREL.

In an attempt to free himself from the plastic David trips

on it and falls into the barrel of fire. Becky stares at the

scene paralyzed in disbelief and shock.

BECKY’S P.O.V: David struggles to get out of the fire as the

plastic melts into his face muffling his cries and

suffocating him to death. Behind his blazing body are a few

NAKED, DEAD FEMALE BODIES hanging on hooks from the ceiling.

PLASTIC laying at their feet collecting their blood. Some

with mannequin parts attached and others missing their body

parts altogether. The sight is shocking and gruesome.

Painted in blood on the wall behind the bodies are the words

"YOU ARE NOT HERE BY ACCIDENT"

BECKY O.S.

(gasps to herself)

Is that my neighbor? -- This was no

an accident.

FADE OUT

THE END


